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What is coastal upwelling? Coastal upwelling brings       
nutrient-rich water to the photic zone of the ocean.         
This fuels primary production and helps sustain large        
populations of pelagic fish and pelagic fish predators.        
Coastal upwelling is driven by steep gradients in sea         
level pressure (SLP) in summer months which causes        
strong alongshore winds. These winds draw cold,       
nutrient-rich water to the surface through Ekman       
transport. In addition to being biologically important,       
eastern boundary upwelling ecosystems are also      
economically important. These areas contribute     
almost 20% of the global fish catch, although they         
account for <1% of the global ocean.  

How has climate change affected upwelling? In the        
past 60 years data shows upwelling intensification in        
the California, Humboldt, and Benguela systems.      
Wind intensification was most prevalent during warm       
season upwelling and in areas with higher absolute        
latitudes. 
 

How is climate change predicted to affect upwelling in the future? Coupled            
ocean-atmosphere models (AOGCM simulations) predict intensification of surface-air        
temperature differences, but these differences are not accompanied by obvious          
decreasing trends in SLP over continents, increases in cross-shore SLP gradients, or            
upwelling-favorable wind intensification. However, summertime winds near poleward        
boundaries of climatological upwelling zones are predicted by these models to           
intensify, while winds near equatorward boundaries of the upwelling systems is           
predicted to weaken. This suggests that EBUEs may shift poleward . This is most likely              
related to the poleward migration of atmospheric high pressure cells caused by            
climate change. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is the current hypothesis about the future of upwelling under climate            

change? Climate change is hypothesized to cause upwelling-favorable wind         
intensification and to shift eastern boundary upwelling ecosystems        
poleward. 
 
How will hypothesized changes in coastal upwelling affect ecosystems?         
Increased upwelling intensity will impact EBUEs negatively and could lead to           
more hypoxic events and increased ocean acidification which could create          
dead zones. Though EBUEs are generally resilient, this predicted         
unprecedented intensification could be detrimental to these important        
ecosystems. 
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